In the event that resident students assigned to a particular room or wing or floor or residence hall cannot have access to their assigned space for a period of time, those resident students will be accommodated in the manner most appropriate for their circumstance from the options outlined below:

- Students will be permitted to enter certain buildings designated as shelters while they wait the time to reenter their assigned halls. The designated shelter for Fake and Ten Eyck residents is upper Champlin; the designated shelter for Parsons, Dix, Davis, Draper, and Pearson residents is Brickyard Point; the designated shelter for Vroman residents is Bouck Hall; the designated shelter for Wieting residents is Warner Hall; the designated shelter for Alumni Commons residents is Curtis-Mott.

- Students will be reassigned space in other residence halls. Such space may include lounges converted to bedrooms, tripling of standard double and superior double rooms (VTs), and assignments to vacant rooms.

- Students will be guided to off-campus housing accommodations. This will include the Director of Residential Life researching all potential off-campus accommodations that could be available for student use.

- If adequate on and off-campus housing is not available to accommodate students who need to be relocated, the President's Staff will meet to review other options.